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Abstract— Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal 

bugs is a web based application developed to detect bugs in 

the modules and intimating to the developer with the 

detailed description of the bug. The key purpose of this 

project to determine the feasibility of the successful project 

outcome as real time business application needs a fully 

tested environments and avoid runtime anomalies. The 

module development details are passed to the tester as 

metadata accompanied with the module the tester then 

validates the system with various testing tools and when tool 

comes with the bug it is detailed in bug description latter 

module leader will get clarification about it thoroughly it 

shall be passed on to the developer again finally it will be 

fixed here and rectified by this developer and then it will be 

sent to tester. The detailed description of the bug helps 

developer to fix it without problem though the fix is fully 

fixed it is send to the module leader for further checking as 

it gains higher interpretation details of the module. Again 

tester tests it if then no problem project developing is 

progressing successfully otherwise again he fixes the error 

found. As it previous it happens in cyclic way so problems 

can be known easily in developing project and without 

facing any problem they move to next step. This provides 

seamless communication among the various teams indulged 

in a project as the teams will be in different locations this 

helps as a communication tool to better outcome of the 

project in an organization. The paper totally uses the protect 

way of tracking the system by implementing and merge the 

Server side scripting.  The admin can add the project 

modules, project report etc.  the tool adds the severity level, 

its status etc .The  totally   beauty   of   the paper is its   

powerful   and  user-friendly  interface  that  mean  that  is  

the  well  based  Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  

reveal the bugs which helps in tracking the full system by 

providing the active  reporting  system.  The Discovering 

refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal the bugs can be more by 

resolve and relevant and quick result can be taken. 
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And Severity          

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Project Definition: 

  This is web based application is to be used 

to find out bugs any occurred during project development 

involved by Administrator, Testing Engineer and Developer 

as well as Module Leader. 

B.  Project Description: 

Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal bugs is a web 

based application which will be used by Development 

Team, Testing Team and all managers who are involving in 

the Project development. Once development of project is 

completed it will be in testing. Test Engineers tests the 

application and any Bug comes, it will be reported to 

Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal bugs. New 

arrived Bug will be assigned to Developers by Team Leader. 

Developer, after solving the Bug, changes the status to 

Fixed. Like all the members in the Project Development 

uses the Tool to track the Bug. 

C.  Defining the Problem: 

The problem in the before the present of the time system can 

be defined as the full project maintenance, user maintenance 

and their piece of work has to be maintained manually. The 

software development multinational company’s use to face a 

large number of problems during the time keep going 

manually all the process of preserving the condition of the 

projects, belonging to bugs and status. This type of problem 

makes something into the full system a disorganized one and 

other making a bad and disorganized working. In order to 

remove this type of problem, so that this paper make a plan 

to develop. Bug tracking toll is a “Discovering refuge 

vulnerabilities and  reveal bugs” or a set of scripts which 

protect a database of issues reports. Defeat tracking software 

allows groups of developer to keep track of outstanding 

germ in the product in such manner as achieve. Defeat 

tracking software can path bugs and become different, 

communicate with members, submit and review patches, 

and manage excellence assurance. This web-based business 

application is a great tool for assigning and can put tracking 

issues and tasks during software development and any kind 

of other projects that can include teams of two or more 

people. 

D. Scope: 

The project Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and reveal 

bugs intimate for automated management of the Bug who 

are working on different branches in the IT Company across 

the globe. 

The Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and reveal 

bugs project allows the Administrator for adding a newly 

joined Developer, Test Leader, Project Leader, Module 

Leader, Client, Manager and Director different. It helps to 

disable the managers and employees who have been left out 

the company. In this project admin can also create, update 

and disable the login password and username of the 

managers and the employees. The discovering refuge 

vulnerabilities and reveal bug project allows the Testers to 

add the Bugs, view Bug, sending the request to update the 

Personal Information and password. The Discovering refuge 

vulnerabilities and reveal bugs Project Leader allow to 

Update Bugs, View Bugs, Change password and Task 

Assignment. Test Leader is allowed to send the request to 

update the Personal Information and password. The 

discovering refuge vulnerabilities and reveal bugs  project 

allows the Module Leader to View Bugs, Change password 

and Task Assignment. Module Leader is allowed to send the 

request to update the Personal Information and password. 
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The discovering refuge vulnerabilities and reveal 

bugs project allows the Project Leader to Add, View, to 

update the project and view all the Bugs by status , by 

priority and by date. Module Leader is allowed to send the 

request to update the Personal Information and password. 

The discovering refuge vulnerabilities and reveal bugs 

project allows the Developer to fix the Bugs, send the Bugs, 

view Bug, sending the request to update the Personal 

Information and password. The discovering refuge 

vulnerabilities and reveal bugs project allows the 

Manager/Director/Client to view the Bugs by status, by 

client, by date and by priority. Sending the request to update 

the Personal Information and password. 

II. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

The system is categorized in to following modules: 

 Admin module 

 Project  module 

 Testing module 

 Development  module 

 Reports module 

A. Admin Module: 

Admin Module will be .Configuration of different users of 

the Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal bugs 

application will be done in this module. Admin user is a 

privileged user who can Add/Modify a product or master 

details of severity level, status level etc .finally analyzing 

the project assigned to the different users. eg Developer 

,tester module etc , admin can disable the users ,the admin 

can track  and it automatically added to the tables 

accommodate bugs  

Administrator can do the following things. 

 Login into the Bug Tracker  

 Create users 

 Modify user 

 Delete user 

 Logout from  the Bug Tracker 

B. Project Module: 

Project Module will be accessed by the Project Manager. 

Project Manager can do the following things. 

 Login into the Bug Tracker  

 Add the Project. 

 View the Project. 

 Update the Project. 

 Change password 

 Logout from  the Bug Tracker 

C. Development Module: 

In this module the developers can view the Bugs assigned to 

them, what are all the other new Bugs, Developers can make 

request to admin to update their details. 

Dev Team can do the following things. 

 Login into the Bug Tracker  

 Update a Bug. 

 View a Bug. 

 Change password 

 Logout from  the Bug Tracker 

D. Testing Module: 

The Testers can enter new Bugs/bugs, update bugs/Bugs, 

view Bugs by ID’s, can write in steps how to reproduce 

bugs, enter date etc. 

Testing Team can do the following things. 

 Login into the Bug Tracker  

 Add new module 

 View module id 

 Chang bug status 

 Change password 

 Logout from  the Bug Tracker 

E. Report Module: 

Based on the number of bugs captured in to this application 

and their statuses different reports will be generated in the 

forms of tabular representation or charts. 

F. Structure Flow Diagram: 

 
Fig. 1: Structure Flow Diagram 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Changed sorts of practices can be found in bugs. Different 

software companies will follow different methods to resolve 

the bugs, Bugs and different software development 

problems. The methods they can select calculate on 

consequent to the nature and necessity of the project they 

are maintaining.  Normally, all the medium to large software 

development companies will follow similar methods, which 

we are describing above.  If the solution for maintaining the 

bugs and Bugs are going different.  

Manually the way of handling it seems to be 

impossible in modern days of high speeds. Bug or bug final, 

generator specialist is located in different places making the 

time solutions difficult. Keep tracking of all this Bugs 

related activity is another large area. The maintenance is 

tougher. 
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These bugs / Bugs manage the solutions will come 

with different costs of implementation with bottle necks, 

which make him not so adoptable for all the Companies 

involved in developing. A Few solutions may need more 

processing power, and less demand separate systems, and 

even less needs to separate personal to handle this Bugs. A 

few automatic processes demands to complete structural 

difference in the company.  But nevertheless, are less 

readymade packages, which truly solve all these, will cost is 

high. 

A. A Time Period of Existing Systems: 

The existing system is facing few limitations. They are: 

1) The manual process of weight age calculation using 

the statistical method is error prone.   

2) Takes more time to send clients to the insurance 

company in manual method. 

3) Lack of data security. 

4) Does not have future estimation static’s. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Though the proposed system does not answer all the above 

mentioned draw backs, it certainly answers many. These 

suggested solutions will tackle all major Bugs related to 

transmitting, tracking, updating the status with minimum 

upward. The proposed result will contains a simple intranet 

or internet based on website, which will permission to all the 

programmers will participate in the developing the projects. 

 The entire group will have to accessing themselves 

to report all kind of problems responses in developing in this 

specified project. These problems will contain to the 

concern developer for solutions.  It makes the administrator 

to administrator with these Bugs or bugs with centrally to 

ensure those Bugs / bugs or answered in a time by the 

concern programmer.  

 The bug management intranet or internet app, also 

keeps the track of these Bugs either mailed, or to be mailed. 

One can search through the collection of related Bug detail, 

but at the same time proper security formed into the 

software modifying only the related person can go in to the 

depth details. And these people can respond to those who 

are not answered for Bugs or bugs. 

 It can manage the database to make the 

administration easily. It provides the summary information 

about the Bugs and problems. It may also provide standard 

bookmark to find out the related bugs. Bug Management 

application also incorporates accurate search engine to find 

out all kind of bugs for its details. 

 Finally, it is working in a way that administration 

of the Bugs. Bug can Managed the Application itself. It is 

very easy and spontaneously way giving the administrators 

an easily over it. 

A. Benefits: 

 Check status level of all projects. 

 To implement the projects to users. 

 Add bugs by the administrator. 

 Add project levels by project managers. 

 Make the system utilize to reduce the bug. 

V. IMPLEMENTATIONS PROCEDURE 

Implementation stage, which is for reaching in the life 

rotation of the new system plan. The main stage of carrying 

through is planning, lesion and system testing. Carrying 

through is converting a revised system into an up and 

running one, changing in the main application. It is the 

technique of changing from the old organization to the new 

one. After the system is carrying through and user guide a 

review of the system. It is used to gather information for the 

maintenance of the system. 

VI. COST ESTIMATION AND PLANNING 

Cost Estimation are often created either top-down or 

bottom-up. top-down estimate starts with system level 

prices, work out the prices of computing resources, 

development employees, configuration management, quality 

assurance, system integration, coaching and publications. 

Constructive price Model (COCOMO) is that the top-

ranking model. Basic COCOMO is applicable to giant 

majority of wares The Paper titled ”Discovering refuge 

vulnerabilities and reveal bugs” adopts the value Estimation 

in a very planned and full-fledged manner. It follows the 

analysis whereas creating the value Estimation of the 

implementation of the wireless primarily based 

communication system. Input style is that the method of 

changing user-oriented inputs to a computer-based format. 

the standard of the system input determines the standard of 

system output. Input style determines the format and 

validation criteria for the information. 

VII. INPUT OF DISCOVERING REFUGE VULNERABILITIES AND 

REVEAL BUGS 

Input data is a section of the long term system design, which 

need of very careful mind. If the data going inside the 

system is false then the transform and output will enhance 

these errors. Input can be classify as internal, External, 

operational, automated and collective. The analysis 

development used to consider the strong effect on the inputs 

of the system as whole and on the new systems. 

In this paper, the inputs are designed in such a way 

that condition of errors are reduce to its peak since only 

certified user or administrator can able to connect this tool. 

The input is given by the user are find out at the entry form 

itself. So there is no chance of not proved accessing tool. If 

any deformity found in the inputs are checked and handled 

effectively. Input design features can ensure the safety of a 

system and produce the output from correct data or they can 

result in the production of false information. 

VIII. OUTPUT OF DISCOVERING REFUGE VULNERABILITIES 

AND  REVEAL BUGS 

Computer output is that the most vital and direct authority of 

knowledge to the users. Planning the output ought to get in a 

very fashioned, well logic out manner. The correct output 

should be developed whereas shield thatevery output 

component is produce so individuals can notice simple to 

use the organization. Once analyst styles the output, they 

notice the precise output that’s required to fulfill the info 

requirements. The success and failure of the system depends 

on the 
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output, still a system appearance tantalizing and user 

friendly, the output it produces assail the usage of the 

system.  

The outputs develop by the system square measure 

checked for its flexibility, and result’s provided 

straightforward so user will handle them with calm. For 

many finish users, outputs square measure the most reason 

for developing the system and also the basis on that they'll 

check the utility of the applying. 

IX. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Quality Assurance is „a prepared and efficient pattern of all 

action to be necessary to provide capable of trust that the 

item or product conform to common technical 

requirements‟. This box is tested for Software Quality 

bound. The Period of time analysis and design phase, it is 

proved whether the specification is happy by the design the 

documents are found that the source code is logical with the 

specifications and design documentation. The dependence 

test plan is executed and the software developer is satisfied 

with the await outcomes. 

X. SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES AND POLICIES 

Software security may be a computer code component 

support the activity that focuses on the outline and 

assessment of that will impact the code negatively and cause 

the full system to fall. The system is extremely secured that 

every one forms square measure interlinked and follows the 

login into approved users have famed the right  secrets will 

solve enter and work with the system . The package will not 

expose to outside hosts. 

XI. RESULT 

A. The Older System May Be A System That Suffers From 

Plenty Of Disadvantages: 

1) Limitations of the older System 

2) Must maintain the complete system  

3) Computer code development manually  

4) Must maintain the bug details, project descriptions, 

project standing details, project description details, 

project list details manually. 

5) No economical reportage system. 

B. The Advantages Of This Paper Are: 

1) The assorted teams and representatives will 

2) Connect every through web. 

3) Main objective of the system is to collect and 

resolve problems that arise in several comes of the 

organization. 

4) Scale back The temporal arrangement. 

5) Web application. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

This Paper Discovering refuge vulnerabilities and  reveal 

bugs helps an  Software  treat  to  detect  and  take Over  the  

bug  in  belonging to the   artifact effectively-efficiently. 

when they employee will be developing any project for their 

client they have to know on which day project was started 

implementing, how far it had come, how many are involving 

in doing that project, by what time they can guess it can be 

completed by viewing the details of progressed project. 

XIII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

This is very useful to find and change the fields which are 

vulnerable to attacks in different software programming 

associations to resolve bugs. Bug and other programming 

improvement problem the method they select relies on the 

nature and criminality of the task they are taking care. But 

most of normally, all the medium to large programming 

development association follow a similar method, which we 

described above. However, the solution for taking care of 

the bugs and bugs are going to different 
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